Holocaust Learning Trunk Project: Teaching Guide

Student Worksheet: “Nuremberg Racial
Laws, 1935”
Student Name ______________________________________Date ___________
vocabulary






anti-Semitism
Aryan race
civil rights
democracy
Der Sturmer







discrimination
Jewish badge
mischling
Nazi
prejudice







propaganda
racism
stereotype
tolerance
tyranny

response questions

1. Which law stripped Jews of German citizenship?
______________________________________________________________________________

2. Which law segregated Jews from other Germans?
______________________________________________________________________________

3. Circle one: How did Nazis force Jews to display their identity as Jewish?
a. Jews were required to carry identity cards.
b. Jews were required to have a red “J” stamped on their passports.
c. Jews who did not have “recognizable ‘Jewish’” first names were forced to adopt
new middle names: “Israel” for males and “Sara” for females.
d. Jews were required to wear a Jewish badge: a yellow Star of David on their
clothes or a similar armband.
e. All of the above.
4. Circle one: Jews are a race of people.

True

False
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Student Worksheet: ID Cards Timeline

Student Name ______________________________________Date ___________
Directions: Fill in the blanks.
January
January 30,
March 22, 1933

1,
April 7, 1933
May 10, 1933
July 14, 1933
September 15,
1935
November 15, 1935
March 3, 1936

The Nazis come to power in Germany.
Hitler becomes chancellor of Germany
Nazis open the first concentration camp with accommodation for
5,000 prisoners at Dachau in southern Germany. A press
announcement clearly states the purpose of the camp: imprisonment
of all political enemies of the Nazi party, such as Communists, and
“who endanger state security.”
The Anti-Jewish boycott begins in Germany. All Jewish-owned
businesses are plastered with signs: “Don’t buy from Jews.”
All Jews in Germany are banned from holding jobs in civil service,
universities, and other state positions.
Books written by Jews, political dissident, and others not approved by
the state are publicly burned.
Jewish immigrants from Eastern Europe are stripped of their German
citizenship.
The Anti-Jewish “Nuremberg Laws” are enacted: Jews are stripped of
their German citizenship, Jews cannot marry Aryans, and Jews cannot
fly the German flag.
The Nazis provide criteria for determining a person’s Jewish identity
based on “racial” factors regardless of religious beliefs. Anyone with
three or four Jewish grandparents was defined as a Jew.
Jewish doctors are forbidden to practice medicine in Germany.

13,
April 26, 1938
September 30,
1938
October 5, 1938
9- , 1938
November 15, 1938

Germany annexes Austria (Anschluss.) All Anti-Jewish decrees from
Germany are immediately applied in Austria.
All Jews inside the German Reich must register their property.
The Munich Conference: Great Britain and France agree to the
German occupation of western Czechoslovakia, a region historically
known as Sudetenland that has an ethically German population.
Swiss authorities request that Germans mark all Jewish passports
with a
letter “J”.
Kristallnacht, The Night of Broken Glass, an Anti-Jewish pogrom
leaves 200 synagogues destroyed, 7500 Jewish shops looted,
30,000 male Jews sent to concentration camps.
All Jewish students are expelled from German schools.
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November 23, 1938
,
15,
1,
3,
October 28, 1939
November 23, 1939
,
,

A one-billion mark fine is charged to all German Jews to cover the
costs of the property that was destroyed during Kristallnacht.
All Jewish-owned businesses in Germany are forced to close.
The Germans occupy Prague, Czechoslovakia.
Germany invades Poland.
World War II begins with an official declaration of war on Germany by
Great Britain and France. (It had been previously agreed that they
would protect Poland in the event of a German invasion.)
The first ghetto is established in Poland.
All Jews in Poland are forced to wear an arm band or yellow star.
Germany occupies Denmark.
Germany invades the Netherlands.
Germany occupies France, Belgium, and Luxembourg.

,
May 20, 1940
April 6,

German planes bomb Rotterdam, the capitol of the Netherlands.

April, 1941

The Axis powers invade
zones.

,
September 28-29,
1941

Germany begins to invade the Soviet Union.

30 Sep 1940 - 1
Jun 1941

October 1941
December 8, 1941
January 20, 1942
March 17, 1942
May 1942

Auschwitz concentration camp is established.
Germany invades Greece.
and divide it into occupation

Special mobile killing units known as Einsatzgruppen follow German
troop on their advance into the Soviet Union. 34, 000 Jews are
murdered by Einsatzgruppen at Babi Yar outside Kiev.
The “Euthanasia” campaign begins in Germany. The physically and
mentally handicapped are the first victims in a series of experiments
with deadly gasses emitted from pipes disguised to look like shower
heads. The campaign is known to German personnel as “Aktion T4.”
,
victims were gassed in the Brandenburg “Euthanasia” center
with carbon monoxide.
Auschwitz II (Birkenau) is established.
Chelmno death camp begins operating.
Seven Nazi leaders and accompanying secretaries attend the
Wannsee Conference in a suburb of Berlin, Germany. The purpose of
the meeting is plan a "Final solution to the Jewish question."
Gassing of Jews beginnings at Belzec extermination camp/killing
center.
Gassing of Jews begins at Sobibor extermination camp/killing center.
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Summer 1942
June 1942
15,
Winter 1942
March 1943
April 1943
Summer 1943
1943
Fall 1943
September 1943

October 2, 1943

October 14, 1943

November 1943
19,
May 15, 1944
,
January 17, 1945

Deportation of Jews to killing centers begins from Belgium, Croatia,
France, and Poland. Germans meet resistance by Jews in the ghettos
of Kletzk, Kremenets, Lachva, Mir, and Tuchin.
Jewish partisan units form in the forests of Belarus and the Baltic
states.
The deportation to Poland of Jews living in the Netherlands begins.
Deportation of Jews to killing centers from Germany, Greece, and
Norway begins. A Jewish partisan movement forms in forests near
Lublin, Poland.
Nazis begin to liquidate the Krakow ghetto.
A revolt beings in the Warsaw ghetto as the Nazis prepare to liquidate
its concentrated Jewish population.
Nazis meet armed resistance by Jews in the ghettos of Bedzin,
Bialystok, Czetochowa, Lvov, and Tarnow.
Mussolini is overthrown in Italy.
Nazis liquidate the large ghetto of
. (The ghettos of Vilna and
Riga are emptied as well.)
German plans to arrest and deport the Jews of Denmark are leaked
to Danish authorities. The Jewish population is warned and urged to
go into hiding, while the Danish underground and general population
moves to action to formulate a nationwide rescue of Danish Jews.
The Gestapo begins “hunting down” Jews in Denmark. In September
1943, the German plan to arrest and deport Danish Jews is leaked to
Danish authorities who warn the Jewish population in Denmark and
urge them to go into hiding.
Sweden offers asylum to the Jews of Denmark. More than 7,000 Jews
and approximately 700 non-Jewish relatives are taken by fishing
boats from the coast of Denmark to safety in Sweden. 500 Jews who
are unfit for travel remain and are deported to the Theresienstadt
ghetto in Czechoslovakia where only 51 do not survive.
Prisoners of Sobibor extermination camp/killing center form an
uprising against the Nazis upon learning that the entire camp would
be liquidated. The prisoners succeed in killing nearly a dozen Nazi
personnel and guards. Around 300 prisoners are able to escape and
100 are caught.
Germans seize the Danish government.
Germany invades Hungary.
The deportation of Jews in Hungary begins.
Sonderkommando workers at Auschwitz revolt and blow up
crematorium IV
Nazis evacuate Auschwitz and force prisoners able to walk on death
marches.
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,
January 27, 1945
April 6-10, 1945
April 30, 1945

Auschwitz concentration camp is liberated by the Soviets.
Death marches from Stutthof concentration camp begin.
Prisoners of Buchenwald concentration camp are forced on death
marches.
Ravensbrück concentration camp is liberated by the Red Army.
With the Red Army advancing, the prisoners of Ravensbrück
concentration camp still able to walk, are forced on a “death march.”

April 1945
April 15,

The camps of Nordhausen, Ohrdruf, Gunskirchen, Ebensee, and
Dachau are liberated by the American Army.
Bergen Belsen is liberated by the
army.
Amsterdam is liberated by Canadian troops.

,
May 5-6 1945

Stutthof concentration camp is liberated by the Soviets.
Mauthausen concentration camp is liberated by
troops.
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Student Worksheet: “The Short Life
of Anne Frank”
Student Name ______________________________________Date ___________
Directions: Please fill out both sides of this worksheet while watching the video.
What new information did you learn from the film?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
How would you describe Anne Frank to someone who has never heard of her?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
If you could go back and meet Anne, what question would you ask her?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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What does Anne mean when she writes about a time when she will be seen as a person
and not just a Jew? In the video, what were some of the restrictions put in place by the Nazis
that affected the Jews?

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Why do you think Otto Frank chose to keep Anne’s room unfinished in the Secret Annex
after everything had been taken out during the war?

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
_
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Student Worksheet: Frame of Reference

Student Name ______________________________________Date ___________
Directions: Complete the graphic organizer below. Fill-in the center most rectangle first with the
topic of study. Example: Holocaust. Write single words or small phrases in the next rectangle, “What
I know about the topic…” Lastly, list sources in the outer rectangle.
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Student Worksheet: Vocabulary Squares

Student Name ______________________________________Date ___________
Directions: For each identified vocabulary word, fill in the appropriate information in each section
of the grid and then formulate a sentence employing the word in the relevant context.

WORD:
Part(s) of Speech:
Etymology:
_________________________________________

Symbol/Logo/Icon

_________________________________________
Synonyms:
_________________________________________

Antonyms:
_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

Definition(s): ___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Sentence:
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________

WORD:
Part(s) of Speech:
Etymology:
_________________________________________

Symbol/Logo/Icon

_________________________________________
Synonyms:
_________________________________________

Antonyms:
_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

Definition(s): ___________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Sentence:
______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
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Student Worksheet: Key Concept Synthesis

Student Name ______________________________________Date ___________
Directions: Use the following graphic organizer to identify the five most important concepts (in
the form of single words or phrases) from the reading. Think about identifying the five most
important concepts in this way: If you had to explain to someone who had not read the text, what are
the five most important concepts you would want them to understand? (Use a highlighter and
marginal notes to identify important concepts as you read and then complete the graphic organizer
once you have completed the reading.

Five Key Concepts

1.

2.

Put the Concept in Your Own
Words

Explain Why the Concept is
Important and Make
Connections to Other
Concepts
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Five Key Concepts

3.

4.

5.

Put the Concept in Your Own
Words

Explain Why the Concept is
Important and Make
Connections to Other
Concepts
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Student Worksheet: Literature Circle
Responsibilities of Literature Circle Members





Contribute to your Literature Circle discussion
Personally keep up with your responsibilities to your group
Diligently record your ideas on your Literature Circle Notes
Respectfully hold each member accountable for work, contributions to discussion, and
ongoing participation

Roles of Literature Circle Members







Illuminator
Illustrator
Connector
Word Watcher
Discussion Director
Summarizer

Book
Author

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Group Member

Role
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Illuminator: Find passages within the reading material that your group can discuss.
These passages should be memorable, interesting, puzzling, funny, and most of all,
important. Your notes should include the quotations but also why you chose them, and what
you want to say about them. You can either read the passage aloud yourself or ask
members of your group to read roles.
Sample Questions for Illuminator:









What were you thinking about as you read?
What did the text make you think about?
What do you think this text/passage was about?
How might other people (of different backgrounds) think about this text/passage?
What one question would you ask the writer if you got the chance? Why?
What are the most important ideas/moments in this text/section?
What do you think will happen next---and why?
What was the most important change in this section? How and why did it happen?

Notes

Illustrator: Draw what you read. This might mean drawing a scene in a comic book-like
sequence so readers can better understand the action, or drawing a broad landscape that
captures all of the important parts of the action. You can draw maps or organizational trees
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to show how one person, place, or event relates to the others. Use the notes area to explain
how your drawing relates to the text. Label your drawings so your group members know who
the characters are.
Sample Questions for Illustrator:









Ask members of your group, “What do you think this picture means?”
Why did you choose this scene to illustrate?
How does this drawing relate to the story?
Why did you choose to draw it the way you did?
What do we see---i.e., who and/or what is in this picture?
What, if anything, did drawing it help you see that you had not noticed before?
What did this quotation/passage make you think about when you read it?
What are you trying to accomplish through this drawing?

Notes
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Connector: Connect what you are reading with what you are studying or with the world
outside of school. You can connect the story to events in your own life, news events, political
events, or popular trends. Another important source of connections is books you’ve already
read. The connections should be meaningful to you and those in your group.
Sample Questions for Connector:







Notes

What connections can you make to your own life?
What other places or people could you compare this story to?
What other books or stories might you compare to this one?
What other characters or authors might you compare to this one?
What is the most interesting or important connection that comes to mind?
How does this section relate to those that came before it?
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Word Watcher: Watch out for words worth knowing while you read. These words might be
interesting, new, important, or used in unusual ways. It is important to indicate the specific
location of the words so the group can discuss these words in context.
Sample Questions for Word Watcher:








Which words are used frequently?
Which words are used in unusual ways?
What words seem to have special meaning to the characters or author?
What new words do you find in this section?
What part of speech is this word?
What is the connotative meaning of this word?
What is the denotative meaning of this word?

Notes
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Discussion Director: Identify the important aspects of your assigned text, and develop
questions your group will want to discuss. Focus on the major themes or “big ideas” in the
text and your reaction to those ideas. What interests you will most likely interest those in
your group. You are also responsible for facilitating your group’s discussion.
Sample Questions for Discussion Director:









What were you thinking about as you read?
What did the text make you think about?
What do you think this text/passage was about?
How might other people (of different backgrounds) think about this text/passage?
What one question would you ask the writer if you got the chance? Why?
What are the most important ideas/moments in this text/section?
What do you think will happen next---and why?
What was the most important change in this section? How and why did it happen?

Notes
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Summarizer: Prepare a brief summary of the day’s reading. In addition to your sample
questions, you might ask yourself what details, characters, or events are so important that
they would be included on an exam. If it helps you to organize the information, consider
making a numbered list or a timeline.
Sample Questions for Summarizer:







What are the most important events in the section you read?
What makes them so important?
What effects do these events have on the plot or the other characters?
What changes---in plot, character, or tone---did you notice when you read?
What questions might appear on an exam about this section you read?
What might be a good essay topic for this section of the story?

Notes
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Student Worksheet: Sociogram

Student Name ______________________________________Date ___________
Directions: Using the template below, complete the sociogram by drawing additional lines and
bubbles for each character in the book(s) you read. Keep in mind what choices each character made
and why.
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Student Worksheet: Timeline

Student Name ______________________________________Date ___________
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Student Worksheet: Biography Synthesis

Student Name ______________________________________Date ___________
Directions: Complete the biography of a prominent person in your own words below.
This is a biography of:
____________________________________________________________________________
This person is most famous for:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Some interesting facts about this person are:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
I would ask this question because:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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This person’s accomplishments affect my life because:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
This person’s accomplishments have affected the world because:
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Sources
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

